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Abstract 

A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FGPA) is a type of logic chip that can be 

programmed after manufacturing. It is especially popular for prototyping in

tegrated circuit designs. The Verilog-To-Routing flow is an open source CAD 

tool for researchers to explore different properties of hypothetical FPGA ar

chitecture. As a part of the VTR project, ODIN_II reads a Verilog file as 

well as an architecture file, elaborates and synthesis, to produce a BLIF file 

for later usage. This work enhances the VTR flow first by supporting carry 

chains. This requires elaboration and exploration of hard block adders during 

the whole CAD flow. The CAD flow is also extended by adding parameter 

syntax support and introducing power specification. A power specification 

file is processed into an equivalent power specification BLIF file. Experiments 

on carry chains prove that hard block adders are better to use for large-sized 

additions. Results also show soft adders can provide less critical path delay 

and area efficiency on Island-Style FPGAs. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [8] is an integrated circuit that 

is designed to be configured by a customer or designer after manufacture. In 

the last decade it has become more and more useful. They are found in vari

ous areas of application, including medical equipment, automation industry, 

digital home equipment and mobile phones. 

An FPGA is programmed through the use of a computer aided design (CAD) 

tool that converts a high-level specification of the designer's circuit through 

a series of steps including compilation, optimization, packing, placement and 

routing into a set of bits that program the FPGA device. A normal CAD 

flow tool only specifies to a particular FPGA device, and the cost of man

ufacturing the original FPGA device is very expensive since it is an ASIC. 

Therefore, it is important to have a CAD flow to help explore hypothetical 
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FPGA architectures for researchers. Verilog-to-Routing (VTR) [9, 3] is an 

open source academic FPGA CAD flow for that purpose. It consists of the 

different tools to provide a complete exploration of potential improvements 

to different stages of the CAD flow, from the Verilog hardware description 

language to routing. It can also be used to explore new FPGA architectures. 

VTR has three main parts: ODIN_II [10, 6, 11], a Verilog hardware descrip

tion language compilation tool; ABC [12, 13], which handles logic synthesis, 

and VPR [3], which is responsible for packing, placement and routing the 

circuits to the target FPGA architecture. This thesis details several im

provements to ODIN-1I, and how these changes can help to improve the 

performance and functionality of FPGA architectures. These improvements 

are demonstrated through the experimental examination of new hypothet

ical FPGA architectures that support these advanced heterogeneous features. 

Carry chains [14] are a very important function for most computations. 

VTR supports the basic ripple carry cell, which is mainly used in generic 

FPGA architectures. Carry chain adders in VTR are a group of hard blocks 

(HBs) which can be used in calculating additions or subtractions. This new 

functionality will allow researchers to compare performance in terms of area 

required and delay incurred when adders are implemented using either soft 

logic (basic ripple carry cells) or dedicated hard blocks ( carry chain adders). 
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Power is an important factor for FPGA researchers. Lower power consump

tion is now a requirement in designing next-generation FPGAs. The current 

trend across markets is for better performance in the same footprint at lower 

power and cost. Hence, the new feature of a power specification will open 

the door for exploring power-aware FPGAs [15]. 

Chapter 2 details relevant background on FPGAs, the VTR [9] project, 

ODIN_II [10], and power specification [16]. Chapter 3 describes improve

ments to addition/subtraction elaboration support within ODIN_II at the 

netlist level. Chapter 4 contains the power specification for power-aware 

CAD tools and FPGAs. Chapter 5 presents additional improvements to 

ODIN_II through the course of this work. Chapter 6 shows the results of 

architecture explorations by using carry chains as well as soft logic addition 

and the validation of power specification. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the 

thesis and proposes future work in this field. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), like Application-Specific Inte

grated Circuits (ASICs), use Hardware Description Languages such as Ver

ilog, to specify their configurations. The capability of reconfiguring the func

tionality after manufacture has made them a popular solution in the last two 

decades. They are found in a variety of areas, including medical equipment, 

the automation industry, digital home equipment and mobile phones. 

----.. OUt 

Figure 2.1: A 4-LUT Structure (adopted from [1]) 
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All FPGAs consist of a large number of programmable logic blocks, each of 

which can implement a small amout of digital logic, and which combine to 

form a large circuit. The key component of modern FPGAs is the lookup 

table (LUT). An n-bit LUT can be implemented with a multiplexer which 

can encode a Boolean function by modeling truth tables. Figure 2.1 shows 

an implementation of an LUT with four inputs and one output. An LUT 

with n inputs is referred to as an n-LUT. The most common LUTs in modern 

FPGAs have 4-6 inputs. The effect of LUT sizes on FPGA performance and 

density is explored in [17]. 

CLB ,----------------------··· I 
l . I 

A J I 
I 

B 
C 

D · 

LUT ____..___ FF I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
Rst 1 

I I 

c• ' ---------------------- ' 

Out 

Figure 2.2: Basic Configurable Logic Block for FPGA[2] 

A group or cluster of LUTs and flip-flops along with local routing to inter

connect the L UTs is formed as a configurable logic block ( CLB) , as shown 

in Figure 2.2. An FPGA which uses CLBs will need fewer logic blocks to 

implement a circuit than an FPGA in which every logic block is a single 
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Figure 2.3: The Island-Style FPGA Architecture 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the architecture of an island-style FPGA, which is the 

main concern in this thesis. The architecture consists of configurable logic 

blocks, configurable I/0 blocks , and programmable interconnects. Also , 

there is clock circuitry for sending the clock signals to each logic block. 

Those logic blocks are arranged in a grid pattern, and can be connected 

by programmable interconnects. 

The interconnect between two neighbor logic blocks is described as a Con

nection Box. The interconnect located at the corner of the logic blocks, is 
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referred to a,s a Switch Box. The Connection Box connects the wires of input 

and output pins of neighbor CLBs. The Switch Box allows wires of input and 

output pins to switch between different CLBs. A Switch Box can be used in 

two-dimensional or three-dimensional FPGAs [18]. The wires in these inter

connects can be directional, bidirectional or a mixture of both depending on 

different FPGA architectures. 

The configurable 1/0 blocks allow the edge CLBs to connect directly with 

the external input or output pins of the FPGAs [19, 20]. 

2.1 Heterogeneous FPGAs 

Heterogeneous FPGAs, unlike their homogeneous counterparts, contain a 

mixture of CLBs and hard blocks (HBs). Heterogeneous FPGAs mainly have 

two architectures-Tree-Based heterogeneous architectures and Mesh-Based 

heterogeneous architectures. Tree-Based heterogeneous architectures are hi

erarchical architectures having unidirectional interconnections. The CLBs 

and HBs in this architecture are arranged as multilevel cluster structures. 

Every cluster may have a subcluster. Switch boxes connect the subclusters 

and external I/Os of FPGAs. Mesh-based heterogeneous architectures are 

island-style FPGA architectures. All the resources in this architecture are 

arranged as a grid of slots. Those slots can be a soft-logic block like a CLB 
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or a hard block. 

2.1.1 Hard Blocks 

Hard Blocks (HBs) are embedded circuitry which has a fixed functionality 

like ASICs. Hard blocks are widely used in modern FPGA architectures, 

they reduce delay time and power consumption and increase the density. 

However, the drawback is that hard blocks are not configurable. Provided 

the functionality is used there is a gain; however, if the functionality is not 

desirable, then the HB is wasteful. 

Common HBs that appear on modern FPGAs include memories, multipliers, 

adders and processors. Figure 2.4 illustrates the architecture of a mesh

based heterogeneous FPGA. In this architecture there are different columns. 

In each column, there are clusters which can be CLBs or HBs. Those HBs 

are often arranged in different fixed columns. Each fixed column only sup

ports one type of HB. However, due to the limits of this design, it may lead 

to underutilization of logic and routing resources. [21] explored a different 

floor-planning approach to address this problem. 
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Figure 2.4: Mesh-Based Heterogeneous FPGA [3] 

2.1.2 Carry Chains 

Addition/Subtraction is an important operation for most computations , in

cluding computations performed on FPGAs. Traditional FPGAs mainly 

use the basic ripple carry cell in their architectures. To achieve a high

performance hardware implementation, we need to optimize a circuit 's crit

ical path. Carry Chains are used in mathematics and logical operations for 

most data path circuits. In mathematical operations, such as addition or 

subtraction, carry chains communicate carries from one position to another. 

In logical operations , such as comparison, the chain contains the information 

needed to compute these operations. 
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X y z 

(£1 = Programming Bit 

Figure 2.5: Basic Ripple Carry Cell for an FPGA 

The basic ripple carry scheme, which is used for most FPGAs today, can 

produce all the functionality of its three inputs. Figure 2.5 shows the ba

sic ripple carry computation element for FPGAs. Two of its inputs, X and 

Y, are two primary inputs to carry chains. The third one, Z, can either be 

the third primary input or a carry from the neighbor cell (mainly used for 

the combined adders/ subtractors, and other functions), depending on the 

programming bits. The third input Z is provided to have the possibility to 

generate the initial carry Jn for the overall carry chain function. Also this 

carry cell can be considered as a basic 3-input LUT for those functions which 

do not need a carry chain scheme. 

The outputs of two 2-LUTs, CoutO and Cout1, are calculated whereby CoutO 

is an OR function of X and Y when Gin is false (as in Equation 2.1), and 
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Gout1 is an AND function of X and Y when Gin is true (as in Equation 2.2). 

GoutO= (X, Y, O} =XOR Y 

Gout1 = (X, Y, 1} = X AND Y 

(Equation 2.1) 

(Equation 2.2) 

If Gin is false, Gout = GoutO, while if Gin is true, Gout = Gout1. Thus, 

Gout1 is the Gout whenever Gin is true; GoutO is the Gout wheneverGin is 

false. 

The downside of basic ripple carry chain is that the Gout of bit i is unknown 

until bits O to ( i - 1) are finished computing. To overcome this problem, a 

Carry Select is introduced. 

For each Carry cell, the Gin will be either true or false. Each Carry Se

lect Cell will compute the results for both Gin values. This computation 

may happen before the computation of a previous cell. When the previous 

Gout (Gin) is passed to the cell, based on the value, it will choose from the 

two results. 

Figure 2.6 shows a carry select carry chain structure which can be used in 

an FPGA. The first two cells use a basic ripple carry structure, due to the 

size. For cell 2 and cell 3, four ripple carry adders are used; two adders are 

implemented ( mux-1 and mux-4) with the carry _in assumed to be true, and 
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Figure 2.6: Carry Select Carry Chain Structure for an FPGA (adopted from 
[4]) 

two adders are implemented (mux-2 and mux-5) with the carry_in assumed 

to be false. Then mux-3 and mux-6 select between the outputs using the 

carry _in value coming from previous cells ( Coutl and Cout2). 

Similarly, the function of carry lookahead is also a function to reduce com

putation time. The carry-lookahead adder calculates one or more carry bits 

before the sum, which reduces the wait time to calculate the result of the 

larger value bits. The Brent-Kung adder is an example of a carry lookahead. 

The Brent-Kung adder consists of a hierarchy half the length of the carry 

chain. For instance, in Figure 2. 7, the adders are grouped together. Cell 

2 and Cell 3 are grouped together by using the carry coming from Cell 1. 
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Figure 2. 7: The three level Brent-Kung carry adders [5] 

Similarly, Cells 4-7 are in one group to perform the computation; Cells 8-15 

group together to obtain the results. 

2.2 The VTR CAD Flow 

In recent FPGA research, exploration and evaluation of FPGA architectures 

has become more important. The verilog-to-routing (VTR) CAD Flow is a 

growing open source software project, which serves this purpose. 

The VTR CAD Flow consists of three main parts: ODIN_II, a Verilog hard

ware description language elaboration tool; ABC, which handles logic syn

thesis and mapping; and VPR, which is responsible for packing, placing and 
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routing the circuits to the target FPGA architecture. This CAD Flow does 

not target a real FPGA, but a hypothetical FPGA architecture for evalua

tion and research. This architecture is specified in XML format, and can be 

read directly by ODIN .JI and VPR. 

To program FPGAs is basically to configure the FPGAs' programmable I/Os, 

CLBs and interconnects. This process involves translating circuit designs to 

bit streams. The CAD flow is designed to accomplish this translation from a 

circuit description in Verilog to an FPGA bit stream. A generic FPGA CAD 

flow includes 6 key stages: elaboration, logic synthesis, mapping, packing, 

placement and routing (Figure 2.8). 

Figure 2.8: A generic FPGA CAD flow (6] 

Placement I 
and 

R.outing 

"~I-' 
~itStrea~) --- .. ,.;:.,----

In elaboration, the high level circuit description will be translated to a netlist 

as the specification of the circuit. All the contents of the design can be found 

in this netlist. A netlist contains a generic gate library for soft logic and func

tional black boxes (or Hard Blocks) which are present in the target FPGA's 
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architecture. The logic synthesis optimizes the netlist, and generates a min

imized logically equivalent netlist for the later flow tools. 

Based on the minimized netlist, mapping will convert all the logical equa

tions to the target FPGA architecture. If this architecture includes HBs 

such as adders, multipliers or memories, the functional black boxes which 

are available in the architecture will be converted. This process is provided 

by ODIN_II. 

After mapping, the CAD flow takes the mapped netlist ( now a gate library 

and functional black boxes), and groups them together as CLBs according to 

the input/output pins and functionality. The connections within CLBs are 

already configured in this phase. 

Next, the CAD tool selects the physical position within the FPGA grid for 

the packed logic blocks and HBs. HBs are configured in their own fixed 

columns, as in Figure 2.4. Also, in this step, we will try to minimize the 

total length of interconnect required. 

The last phase, routing, will connect the FPGA's available routing resources 

between CLBs which are distributed inside the FPGA, carrying signals from 

sources to their corresponding sinks. 
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2.2.1 Odin-11 

As phase one of the CAD Flow, ODIN_]] is a front-end Verilog synthesis 

elaboration tool. It is developed by researchers at the University of New 

Brunswick and the University of Miami in Ohio. 

Odlnll 

Fro~~nd Synthes.~. 

~--•(=\.--jElab<lration· •<~·~· •1Partial Mapt-·-•(Ne111st:)• l ~: ,.. J ,,-/ --· -_r~~~ _1_ 

(~ag ~\ ("FPGAArehlte~-;;··,\ (i~~ v~;;;_'.,
1 
/~ ve;;,.\ (,,.,, .tiif -~~ ... ) 

\ file / ·,.~ . Speaficattoo File / ·, File / \ file / \ Neldl ,..-
...... N ............. , ... -- ,.,,,,, - .. ...._ -~,." ................... __ ,, •,•• ___ d,..,.~ • ..... ~.•--, .... -'N,..-,,1' '~A· .... _,, ,,..-W.,.....,,."' 

Figure 2.9: ODIN_II Internal Flow [6] 

The parser of ODIN_II is built on the Bison and Flex tools. It reads a Ver

ilog HDL circuit, producing an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). The AST then 

translates to a netlist, which includes a set of generic gate library and generic 

functional black boxes, such as memory, multiplication, addition, as well as 

subtraction. 

After elaboration, the partial map stage will help to convert generic func

tional black boxes to architecture-specific ones based on the HBs of the target 

FPGA architecture. If HBs are not used in the architecture, these functional 

black boxes will be replaced by soft logic. Also, splitting and padding are 
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used to resize the functional black boxes to match the physical HBs on the 

device. 

Finally, ODIN_II will write the netlist as a Berkeley Logic Interchange For

mat(BLIF) [13] file. This format was introduced by the University of Cali

fornia, Berkeley. The file will be shared by all the tools in the VTR CAD 

Flow. 

ODIN_II can also read in a BLIF file, and simulate the netlist by random 

vectors and pre-existing vectors. This allows researchers to verify the cor

rectness of the circuit functionality and likewise the CAD tool functional 

correctness. 

The simulator in ODIN_II is created for functional verification [11, 6]. The 

Breadth-First algorithm is used to perform the simulation. The simulator 

takes the input value vectors and computes following the connections. A 

node is only computed after all its inputs are updated in the current cycle. 

The output values are initialized to the default value O; however, users can 

choose "-1" (unknown) using the options in the command line [11]. The algo

rithm terminates only after all the nodes in the netlist are processed and the 

output values are computed. The input and output vectors are then saved 

as vector files for further verification. Due to ODIN_II being an open source 

tool, it provides researchers an ability to add their own hard block in the 
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architecture specification and describe the functionality of the hard block in 

the simulator for testing. 

The verification is carried out to compare the results simulated by ODIN_II 

and the results generated by Mode1Sim [ 6], a commercial verilog simulation 

tool. For each benchmark, ODIN_II provides 1000 sets of pre-defined input 

vectors and 2000 sets of pre-defined output vectors which are simulated by 

Mode1Sim based on the input vectors. To verify the correctness of function

ality, the ODIN_II simulator would take the input vectors and the processed 

netlist, to produce output vectors. Then ODIN_II compares the output vec

tors to pre-defined output vectors. If they do not all match, the differences 

are reported at the end of the simulation. 

An XML formatted configuration file is used to configure the target circuit. 

This file is read only by ODIN _II. This tool is also analogous to SUIF for 

compiler research [ 10] . 

2.2.2 ABC 

ABC is phase two of the VTR CAD flow. It is developed at Berkeley, and is 

mainly used for synthesis and verification of binary sequential logic circuits. 

In this flow, we only use the ABC logic synthesis framework for technology 

independent logic synthesis and technology mapping to LUTs and flip-flops. 
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ABC receives the netlist BLIF from ODIN_II as input, uses And-Inverter 

Graphs(AIGs) for logic optimization, and uses optimal-delay DAG-based 

technology mapping and the WireMap technique for mapping AIG into K

input L UTs. After the optimization and technology mapping, the number of 

used inputs in the resulting LUTs is reduced [9]. This reduction can affect 

all the steps after mapping, to improve the performance. 

However, the "hard" logic blocks, such as adders, multipliers or memories, 

are represented as functional black boxes for ABC. Thus, it cannot recognize 

an HB as this optimization is only for soft logic. 

2.2.3 VPR 

Versatile Place and Route (VPR), developed at the University of Toronto, 

performs the last three steps: packing, placement and routing. 

After receiving the BLIF file from ABC, VPR can pack the LUTs and flip

flops into clusters, place those clusters onto the FPGA grid and connect 

input/output pins. Additionally, it can also read a pre-placed circuit, which 

allows the researcher to further explore effects on different placements. 

The new release of VPR (VPR 6.0) introduced new constructs that allow 

one to describe and pack complex logic blocks. It uses timing-driven pack-
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ing, placement and routing. A new timing model and an attraction function 

were also introduced to VPR [9]. This demonstrated 5% faster performance 

than the previous version, and will be far more capable of using complex 

logic blocks than previous tools [9]. 

2.3 Power Aware FPGAs 

The power consumption of FPGAs is larger than that of ASICs which per

form the same function on the same scale. Hence, power consumption in 

FPGAs has become an important issue as it limits the application of FP

GAs on mobile platforms. Many commercial FPGA companies pay more 

attention to the scaling of FPGAs in order to insure a low power demand. 

Reducing the power consumption of FPGAs is beneficial as it leads to lower 

cooling costs and better performance as well as increasing the FPGA market 

in portable devices. 

Power consumption in FPGAs is considered as the sum of static power con

sumption and dynamic power consumption [22]. Static power consumption 

is the minimal power required by the device to keep it "powered-up" without 

switching clock signals. Dynamic power consumption is the power consump

tion when the device is activated. Static power consumption is controlled 

by the leakage in the transistors, as well as the temperature. The consump-
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tion varies, sometimes dramatically, with temperature. Some FPGAs offer 

a lower power mode feature that disables the I/Os, putting it into a sleep 

mode that further reduces static power [23]. Dynamic power consumption 

is dominated by charging or discharging the component while the logic cells 

are switching. Dynamic power consumption varies by structure and design 

architectures and increases with frequency and operating temperature. Most 

of the heat experienced by FPGAs is contributed by dynamic power con

sumption. 

In [24], several methods are mentioned to reduce the power - power gat

ing, clock gating, voltage island, and so on. Power gating [25] is a technique 

to reduce static power consumption, by shutting off the flow of electricity 

to the circuit that is not currently in use. This technique affects more than 

clock gating. While shutting down the power domains, it may require reten

tion registers to store the signals. When power is back on, the stored signals 

need to be restored back to the circuit. 

Clock gating is a popular technique for reducing the dynamic power con

sumption. Adding more logic to the circuit to modify the clock tree disables 

part of the circuit so that the flip-flops will not change value. Clock gating 

is done by connecting conditions with a register, and using them to control 

the clock. It may stop the whole block (System-level), or just stop updating 

the value in flip-flops (Combinational-level). Figure 2.10 shows an example 
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of the combinational clock gating. 
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Figure 2.10: Combinational Clock Gating 

Voltage island [26] is another method to reduce the dynamic power. The 

purpose of this method is to lower the voltage supply. Multi-voltage design 

is thus introduced to provide "just enough" power to support different func

tional operations. A voltage island is a partition of a chip which can use 

Multi-voltage design. Those areas are operating at different voltage levels. 

Therefore, different functions can be executed at different voltage levels. 

2.3.1 Powerplay 

Powerplay [7] is a set of tools designed by Altera. It has two parts, Early 

Power Estimator (EPE) and Power Analyzer. The Early Power Estima

tor (EPE) spreadsheet, can be used at any stage of the FPGA design and 
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provides detailed information about the power consumption and thermal 

analysis. It can estimate the power consumption before or during the de

sign process , and perform a preliminary thermal analysis. Power Analyzer 

is designed to estimate power consumption. However , unlike EPE, Power 

Analyzer can be used only when the user completes the design. Figure 2.11 

illustrates the ability of the Power Play Power Analysis tools. The tools can 

be used from early design concept through implementation. 

Highet" 
PowerPllay Early Power Estimator 

Uaarl~ 

Quartus II 
Design Profil& 

Simulation 
Results. 

lyzer 

Figure 2.11: The Ability of the PowerPlay Power Analysis Tools[7] 
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Chapter 3 

Carry Chains 

The carry chain is widely used in computations. In ODIN_II, carry chains 

are introduced to use hard block adders for computing the "ADD" and "MI

NUS" functions. 

After the elaboration, five situations are identified to use a carry chain hard 

block to compute. Previously, ODIN_II supported the following syntax as 

the instantiation of a "MINUS" function. 

sub= a - b; 

sub= - a; 

In this example, ODIN J] instantiates the normal subtraction and negative 

number as a "MINUS" function. 
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Similarly, the "ADD" function is instantiated as follows. 

add= a + b; 

Besides the normal addition, the "ADD" function also can be found in long 

multiplication when hard block multipliers are used [9]. 

Recently, an explicit syntax was added to ODIN_II as follows. 

adder example( 

) ; 

.a(a), 

.b(b), 

.cin(cin), 

.cout(cout), 

.sumout(sumout) 

In this example, there are three inputs and two output ports. The input 

ports a and b are two operands of this function; the input port cin is the 

initial carry in for this function. The output ports cout and sumout are the 

carry out and results of this function respectively. Depending on the value of 

cin, this syntax may support both the "ADD" function (when cin equal to 
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out 

cout 

Figure 3 .1: Full Adder Logic Diagram 

0) and the "MINUS" function ( when cin equal to 1). However, this syntax 

can be elaborated only when using hard block adders. Hence, the operation 

nodes which transform this syntax would show a hard block adder as an 

"ADD" function. 

3.1 Soft Logic Blocks 

If HB adders are unavailable on the target device or if an addition/ subtrac

tion is too small to merit using HB adders, it may be desirable to use a soft 

(configurable) logic block. This has already been done in previous work [10]. 

A Full Adder is used for soft logic blocks. Figure 3.1 shows the logic diagram 
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Figure 3.2: Structure of Soft Logic Blocks for "ADD" Function 

for a Full Adder. Three inputs , two outputs and five two-port gates are in

troduced to this logic diagram. Inputs a and b are connected to an XOR 

gate; then the result of this gate and input cin are connected to another 

XOR gate to compute the value of out ( as in Equation 3.1). The result of 

two AND gates is connected to the OR gate to compute the value of cout ( as 

in Equation 3.2). 

out = a E9 b E9 cin; (Equation 3.1) 

cout = (a . b) + ((a E9 b) . cin); (Equation 3.2) 

A set of basic soft logic blocks in ODIN_II has two components , ADDER_

FUNC and CARRY_ FUNG. The ADDER_ FUNG is a three-port XOR gate 

which computes the value of out (as Equation 3.1); the CARRY_ FUNG is 
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Figure 3.3: Structure of Soft Logic Blocks for "MINUS" Function 

a three-port mux which computes the result of cout ( as in Equation 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 shows the structure of soft logic blocks for an "ADD" function. 

Each set of basic soft logic blocks handles a single bit computation. As shown 

in Figure 3.2, operands a and b are 4 bits long, and the result out is 5 bits 

long. Cells O - 4 are ADDER_ FUNG cells and Cells 5 - 8 are CARRY_

FUNC cells. Each bit of the operands is connected to ADDER_ FUNG and 

CARRY_ FUNG respectively. The output of each CARRY_ FUNC is con

nected to the next set of basic soft logic blocks. The initial cins for the 

first ADDER_ FUNG and CARRY_ FUNG cells are connected to ground 

(gnd). Due to the fact that the result is expected in one port , one more 

ADDER_ FUNG cell is used to address this problem. The output of the last 

CARRY_ FUNG is connected to this extra cell 's cin. The inputs a and b of 
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this cell are connected to ground (gnd). 

Similarly, for the "MINUS" function, ODIN_ II will treat it as an addition 

operation. Hence, sub = a - b will be transformed into sub = a + {b) + 

1; sub = - a will transform to sub = 0 + (a) + 1. Figure 3.3 shows the 

structures of the soft logic blocks for a "MINUS" function. Before the value 

of port b enters the ADDER_ FUNG and CARRY_ FUNG cells, NOT gates 

are required to complement the signal. However, if the signal is a constant 

signal (0 or 1), an opposite constant signal is used instead of a NOT gate. 

3.2 Hard Block Adders 

To use hard block adders in ODIN_ II, the designer must add the hard blocks 

in the FPGA specific architecture file as follows (Appendix A). 
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<model name= 11 adder 11 > 

<input_ports> 

<port name= 11 a 11 /> 

<port name= 11 b 11 /> 

<port name= 11 cin 11 /> 

</input_ports> 

<output_ports> 

<port name= 11 cout 11 /> 

<port name="sumout"/> 

</output_ports> 

</model> 

<input name="a" num_pins= 11 411 /> 

<input name="b" num_pins="4"/> 

<input name="cin" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="cout" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="sumout" num_pins="4"/> 

In the upper portion of this example, ports a, b and cin are inputs which 

represent two operands and the carry in, respectively. The ports cout and 

sumout are outputs which represent the carry out and the results of this HB. 

In the lower portion, it specifies the size of each port. The size of port a, b 
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Figure 3.4: A 4-Bit Adder 

and sumout should be the same. A hard block adder with n bits of sumout 

is called an n-bit adder. In most FPGA architectures, the minimum size of 

a hard block adder is 4-bits. 

After the elaboration, a group of operation nodes are generated according 

to the "ADD" and "MINUS" functions. Then ODIN_II creates two lists of 

pointers which store those operation nodes separately. When a hard block 

adder has been found in the FPGA architecture specification, ODIN_II takes 

nodes from these two lists, and transforms the nodes to hard block nodes 

when necessary. The transformations are shown in Figure 3.5. 
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"ADD" Function: 

add= a+ b 

"MINUS" Function: 

sub=a-b 

sub=-a 

sub=O-a 

_t_ __ J __ 
ADD 

...................... , .. add······· 

...l.b ........... .Ja 
MINUS 

_, -lsub ___ _! 

.......................... l.a·····················. 

MINUS 

'············· ... ]sub . ... 

Figure 3.5: Transformation: From Operation Nodes to Hard Block Nodes 

Since BLIF files lose the name of hard blocks [11], an extra bit is added to 

each operand for indicating the functionality of the carry chain. If those two 

extra pins are both connected to gnd, then this carry chain is performing an 

"ADD" function; if one is connected to gnd, the other to vcc, then the "MI

NUS" function is employed by this carry chain. ODIN-11 stores the number 

of carry chains ( the number of logical operations) and the total number of 

hard block adders for both functions, and reports them at the the end of 

simulation. 

One chain would represent one logic operation ( one addition or subtraction), 

where each chain may have more than one HB adder. Hence, in the simula-
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tion stage, 0DIN-1I would compute the node from the same chain together. 

The value of the initial cin, the one from the first adder in the chain, is based 

on the function. If it is an "ADD" function, the initial cin would be O (from 

the GND node); if it is a "MINUS" function, it would be given a signal of 1 

(from the VCC node). The results are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Thuth Table of Hard Block Adder 

I a b cin II cout out I 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 1 

3.2.1 Splitting and Padding 

In the FPGA architecture specification file, the HB adder has a fixed physical 

size. However, the input circuit can contain any logical size of operation. For 

example, a circuit design may contain a 7-bit + 7-bit addition that produces 

an 8-bit result, while the real FPGA architecture only contains 4-bit adders. 

So the key issue of elaboration and synthesis of HB adders is to map the 

logical operation to the fixed-size physical HB adder. This requires ODIN_II 
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Figure 3.6: Carry chain after elaboration from 7-bit addition to 4-bit adders. 
This computes the equation add= a + b. a and b are both 7-bit long, add 
is 8-bit long. 

to split large operations into smaller ones. 

Alternatively, if the operands are smaller than the physical size, the operands 

will require padding to conform to the physical size. In ODIN_II, PAD_node, 

which gives a dummy signal, is created to serve this purpose. 

Figure 3.6 illustrates a carry chain after elaboration. Node adderO is the first 

node in this chain, the first and fifth input pins ( the first input pins for Port 

a and Port b ), are connected to gnd. This suggests the chain is an "ADD" 

function; therefore, cin of node adderO is connected to gnd also. This also 

affects the output pins of the node. The first output pin of Port sumout is 

not used in the final result; hence, it remains as a dummy pin, which is a pin 
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never used. The cout pins of node adderO and node adder 1 are connected to 

node adder1 and node adder2's input pin cin respectively. The extra node 

adder2 is needed for the results coming from Port sumout. For this purpose, 

node adder2 only uses two of its input pins to connect gnd. The rest of the 

input pins are connected to the PAD node ( unconn). 

3.2.2 Threshold 

An ongoing question of FPGAs today is the trade-off between HBs and soft 

logic when it comes to FPGA architecture exploration. In [27], the authors 

explored the trade-off between the soft logic and HB in several structures, 

including adders. In order to facilitate this issue for the VTR flow, ODIN_

II now has configurable adder length thresholds which may be read from a 

configuration file during runtime. 

<adder threshold_size="16"/> 

This number would be compared to the length of the operand in the opera

tion node. If the number is smaller, ODIN-11 would elaborate as an HB. If 

not, soft logic nodes are used in the netlist. However, 0DIN-1I currently can

not apply this idea to the HB adders after splitting. Given ODIN_II's carry 

chain architecture, a carry signal cannot directly enter general interconnect. 
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This means that any carry signal that drives a L UT input is physically im

possible with the architecture. Technically, the adder can be broken into a 

hard component and a soft component. However, this comes with a double 

routing penalty - the penalty of going on and off the chain and the delay 

penalty of going to soft logic. 
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Chapter 4 

Power Specification 

Power specification is a way to specify power during, or even before, the de

sign is finished. It provides designers a chance to constrain the power of the 

design. 0 DIN _II reads a power specification file and stores the constraints. 

Then, after processing and verification, ODIN_II transforms those to more 

specific details, and writes them out in the power specific BLIF file. This 

step is only the first one to support power-aware FPGA design CAD tools. 

4.1 Power Specification File 

Since ODIN_II already has a XML parser to read architecture files as well as 

the easy understanding of XML format, the power specification file is written 

in XML format. It only targets one circuit and is shown below: 
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<modul e> 

<module_name>X</module_name> 

<instance_name>Y</instance_name><!--Optional--> 

<from> <port>a</port> <port>b</port> </from>< !--Optional--> 

<to> <port>cout</port> <port>add</port> </to><!--Optional--> 

<maximum_pover_consumption>3</maximum_power_consumption> 

<cloc.k_gating>l</clock_gating> 

<power_gating>l</power_gating> 

<voltage_island>3 3</voltage_island> 

</module> 

Figure 4.1: The Structure of Power Specification File 

This file can be divided into two parts. The first part shows the critical path. 

The label <module_name> is required; labels <instance_name> , <from> , 

and <to> are optional. The values inside label <from> and <to> can have 

more than one port/ pin. These two labels allow designers to specify low level 

power consumption, instead of module level (high level). The combination 

of these fields can be used to specify any range of parts of a module - from 

a complete module to a single critical path in the module. 
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The second part illustrates the constraint of this critical path. At least 

one of the four labels, <maximum_power_consumption>, <clock_gating>, 

<power_gating>, and <voltageJsland>, is required in this file. The unit 

in <maximum_power_consumption> is watt; the unit in <voltageJsland> is 

volt. The values in <clock_gating> and <power_gating> can only be O or 1 

( as a flag, 1 means turned on and O means turned off). 

4.2 Methodology 

The power specification has four steps: 

1. Read in the specification file and store the constraints in a pointer list. 

2. Minimize the pointer list. 

3. Verify power nodes in the pointer list. 

4. Print out the power specification BLIF file for later tools in the flow. 

When the power specification file is ready, the designer can use ODIN_II 

command option '-P' [28] to read this file along with the targeting circuit 

and architecture file. ODIN_II stores these constraints in a pointer list which 

points to a special structure node, referred to as a power node. Similarly, 

a power node has two parts to store the critical path and power constraint 

respectively. If two power nodes have the same critical path, all the values in 
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the first part of the nodes are exactly the same, 0 DIN J] merges these two 

nodes or reports an error, depending on whether the values in the second 

part are conflicting or not. 

After the minimal pointer list is created, ODIN_II verifies all the power nodes 

in this pointer list. The verification is mainly done in two parts. First, it 

verifies the correctness of the critical paths. The values in the first part must 

exist in the verilog file. If label <from> or <to> is not empty, then a critical 

path, from the values in label <from> to the values in label <to>, can be 

found in the circuit. If not, 0DIN-1I will report an error. If all the values in 

the first part can be found in the circuit and the connections are created cor

rectly, 0DIN-1I will check for an override. If two connections are overlapping 

each other, or one connection is included in another one, then 0DIN-1I may 

be facing a conflict. In this situation, ODIN_II will check all the constraints 

in these two power nodes. 

Finally, ODIN_II takes the constraints, and prints them out into the power 

specific BLIF file. 
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<module> 

<from> <pin>aO</pin> <pin>a1</pin> <pin>bO</pin> <pin>b1</pin> </from> 

<to> <pin>cout</pin> <pin>addO</pin> <pin>add1</pin> <pin>add2</pin> </to> 

<maximum_power_consumption>3</maximum_power_consumption> 

<clock_gating>1</clock_gating> 

<power_gating>1</power_gating> 

<voltage_island>3.3</voltage_island> 

</module> 

Figure 4.2: The Structure of Power Specific BLIF File 

4.3 Power Specific BLIF File 

The power specific BLIF file is also in XML format. It is created to match 

the BLIF file for later tools. 

Like the power specification file , the power specific BLIF file has also two 

parts (basic structure is shown above in the Figure 4.2). Instead of four 

labels in the specification file to represent the critical path, only two labels , 

<from> and <to> are used in the power specific BLIF file; these two labels 

are required. The input pins of the critical path are shown in label <from>; 

the output pins of the critical path are shown in label <to>. The second 

part is the same as the power specification file. This file is based on the 

processed power specification file , not the original one. Each critical path in 

the processed file has a structure in the power specific BLIF file. 
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Chapter 5 

Other Support of ODIN_II 

Besides carry chain and power specification support, a few other issues have 

been discovered within ODIN_II; these have been addressed. The main prob

lem is that ODIN_II does not support the parameter override function, and 

the method of dealing with lack of support is discussed below. 

5.1 Parameter Support 

In Verilog, a parameter is a constant within a module structure. The value 

of a parameter can help to define an attribute of a module which can char

acterize the module behavior as well as its physical representation [29). For 

example, one Verilog file requires a lot of instances of different depth and 

width of RAM of similar functionality. Only one RAM module with two 
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parameters, depth and width, can solve this problem. 

There are three ways to override parameters in Verilog, as shown below: 

module top(a, b); 

input[4:0] a; 

output[5:0] b; 

bottom #(4, 3) inst_1(.a(a), .b(b)); 

bottom #(.d(2)) inst_2(.a(a), .b(b)); 

defparam inst_3.d = 4; 

bottom #(2) inst_3(.a(a), .b(b)); 

bottom inst_4(.a(a), .b(b)); 

endmodule 

module bottom(a, b); 

parameter c = 3; 

parameter d = 5; 

input[4:0] a; 

output[5:0] b; 

assign b =(a* c) - d; 

endmodule 
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For instance, in module bottom, parameters c and d are employed to com

pute the value of b. The parameters have the initial values c = 3 and d = 5. 

Module top has four instances of module bottom, inst_J, insL2, inst_3, and 

inst_4. 

lbottom #(4, 3) inst_1(.a(a), .b(b)); 

The first method to override parameters is shown in insL1. In module in

stantiation, syntax '#( 4, 3)' is processed to override the value of parameter 

c to 4, and the value of parameter d to 3. Using this way, we can override 

more than one parameter in one statement, and the parameters' name is 

not required. However, the overridden parameters have a sequential request. 

The first value in brackets must refer to the first parameter in the module 

instance. Hence, the number of values in brackets must be equal to or less 

than the number of parameters in this module instance. In addition, each 

value of parameters in this instance can only be overridden one time. 

The second method is similar to the first method. When instance inst_2 

instantiation, syntax '#(.d(2))' is processed to override the parameter. As 

the name of the parameter appears in brackets, this method does not require 

a sequential list, and it can be overridden by more than one parameter. This 

method is only applied in Verilog 2001 [30]. 
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The third method is to use the 'defparam' keyword with an instantiated 

module. The left part of the equation following after keyword includes the 

path of the module instance ( separated by '.' if necessary) and the name 

of the parameter which needs to be overridden, segregated by '. '. The right 

part is a constant value. The researcher can use this method to modify the 

value of the parameter multiple times. 

Figure 5.1: Partial View of AST for top Module depicting Structure of insL1 

The parameter overriding occurs at the AST level. Figure 5.1 shows the 

structure of module inst_J in the AST. The parameters of inst_J are stored 

under node 'MODULE_PARAMETER_LIST'. A child named 'MODULE_

PARAMETER' is attached to this node if a parameter needs to be overrid

den. If using the first way, a number node is attached to 'MODULE_PARAM

ETER'; else, 'MODULE_PARAMETER' connects to two nodes, 'IDENTI

FIERS' and 'NUMBER', representing the name of the parameter and the 

value respectively. 

Most of the time, researchers combine three ways together to override param

eters ( for instance, inst_3). One parameter can be ov~rridden several times in 
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the same module instance. Hence, verification is implemented after parsing. 

First, if parameters exist in the original module, the original values of param

eters would first initialize into the AST. Then based on the parameter list, 

ODIN_II overrides the values of the parameters one by one. If the parameter 

in the list cannot be found in the original module, an error would be reported. 

Sometimes, the overridden parameters are not just in one level of the module 

instance. For example, in module topa, parameter d of inst_3 is overridden 

to 4, and instance insL3 is calling in the top module. 

module topa(a, b); 

defparam top.inst_3.d = 4; 

endmodule 

In this case, the 'MODULE_PARAMETER' node in topa would be removed 

to insL3 through the traversal of the netlist. 

5.2 Software Implementation Issues 

Several software implementation issues are discovered and corrected in ODIN_

II within this project. While these contributions are implementation ori-
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ented, they are worthy to state here as they improve the overall functionality 

of the tool and required a significant amount of effort to isolate and correct. 

The first one is the memory leaks in the output blif file and the read blif file 

functions. The open source software Valgrind [31 ], which can automatically 

detect many memory errors was applied to solve this issue. However, the 

solution only addresses the memory leaks in these two functions, and does 

not result in an improvement in performance. 

The second issue is the variable-length array for multiple variables which 

are defined in one single line. For instance, 

linput [3:0] a, b, c; 

ODIN_II would only give the first variable a the length of 4 bits; the other 

variables, b and c, are single bit. However, in this Verilog statement, a, b 

and c should all be 4 bits in size. 

Last but not least is for dual-port memory. The length of address and data 

for both ports should be the same. However, in Verilog, those lengths are not 

required to be the same. Hence, in elaboration of ODIN_II, a pad function 

is required to pad out the short value to the long one. 
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Chapter 6 

Evaluation 

The evaluation chapter presents the verification method and results from the 

verification process of this work. The chapter is divided into two parts: the 

evaluation for the carry chains and the verification for the power specification. 

6.1 Carry Chains 

This section includes the verification method and the results based on the 

description in Chapter 3. It has two subsections: the verification method 

and the results. 

Experiments were run using the VTR 7.0 release [32], which will be soon 

available online, and the newest ODIN_II release from Google Code repos-
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itory (version r3028) [33]. All the experiments were performed using the 

k6_frac_N10-frac_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml (with HB adders) and the k6_

N10_mem32K_40nm.xml (without HB adders) architecture files (Appendix 

B) which are included in the VTR 7.0 release (under vtrJlow). This island

style architecture is based on the Altera Stratix IV [34]. It uses 6-LUTs with 

a size 10 cluster, 32K memory and includes timing and area measurements 

for 40nm technology. 

This architecture file is slightly modified to continue the experiments. A 

carry chain is added in the architecture file, and based on the different use 

cases, the length of the adder will be changed. 

The machine used to evaluate this work is a GNU /Linux desktop computer 

system with an Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 CPU running at 3.0GHz and 8GB 

of DDR2 667MHz RAM. The operating system is Ubuntu 64-bits 12.04. 

6 .1.1 Verification 

As described in Chapter 2, the verification is applied to compare the results 

which are computed by using carry chains, soft logic in ODIN_II, and the 

correct results of ModelSim. Two groups of benchmarks are used in this 

method: A group of small benchmarks with basic operations that test for 

correctness of functionality; and a group of larger benchmarks that test to 
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make sure the new changes would apply for the whole flow. All the bench

marks can be found in the Google Code repository. 

The first group of benchmarks are tested with 1000 sets of pre-defined input 

vectors and 2000 sets of pre-defined output vectors ( which are verified by 

Mode1Sim) for each. The simulator would take each input vector and pro

duce 2 output vectors, one for the rising edge and one for the falling edge 

of the clock. Then a comparison method is applied to match the produced 

output vectors to the pre-defined ones. 
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Table 6.1: List of a Group of Small Benchmarks without HB Adder 

Benchmarks # of Nodes # of Connec- # of LUTs # of CLBs Critical Path 

tions Delay (ns) 

binops 182 332 65 4 4.40319 

blob_merge 39129 166533 6064 547 11.9583 

cLcordic_ v _- 3325 9193 708 60 2.85813 
8_8_8 
cLcordic_ v _ - 14615 42573 3920 342 4.81726 
18_18_18 
cfjft_256_8 17933 58874 3741 268 5.53455 
cf_fir_3 _8_8 684 2035 115 12 4.4963 

cfJir_24_l 6_- 8948 28375 1791 196 7.25511 

16 
iirl 1706 5336 452 37 8.25193 

iir _no_combi- 1375 8778 600 44 10.278 

national 
mcml 472863 1509775 101751 6694 77.2468 

mkPktMerge 2974 21889 232 15 4.2832 

oc54_cpu 6212 21743 2101 174 11.3208 

stereovisionO 52400 178813 11460 903 4.2319 

Table 6.1 shows the results of the same small benchmarks after running 

through the VTR flow without HB adders. The second and third columns 

illustrate the nodes and connections which were generated by ODIN_II. The 

forth to sixth columns illustrate the number of LUTs, CLBs, and Critical 

Path Delay (CPD) which were generated by the VTR flow. 

Table 6.2 shows the results of the group of small benchmarks after running 

through the VTR flow with 1 bit HB adders. The second and third columns 

illustrate the nodes and connections which were generated by ODIN_II. The 
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Table 6.2: List of a Group of Small Benchmarks with 1 bit HB Adder 

Benchmarks # of Nodes # of Connections # of LUTs # of CLBs Critical 
Path 
Delay (ns) 

binops 177 317 58 4 4.35433 

blob_merge 33834 150648 14704 1169 81.7169 
cLcordic_ v _ - 2995 8203 666 68 2.36526 
8_8_8 
cf_cordic_ v __ 12785 37083 3170 331 3.8908 
18_18_18 
cf_fft_256_8 17477 57506 3616 289 5.48655 
cf_fir_3_8_8 635 1888 33 11 4.7521 
cf_fir_24_- 8158 26005 401 155 6.84773 
16_16 
iirl 1548 4862 410 37 7.71789 

iir Jlo_com- 1269 8460 470 40 8.648 

binational 
mcml 445018 1426240 107784 7676 46.3701 

mkPktMerge 2896 21736 239 21 4.57565 

oc54_cpu 5618 19961 2109 205 8.89806 

stereovisionO 48615 167458 9941 1157 4.36521 

forth column indicate the number of HB adders in the result. The fifth to 

seventh columns illustrate the number of LUTs, CLBs, and CPD which were 

generated after packing and placement. 

Table 6.3 and 6.4 show the results of the group of larger benchmarks after 

running through the VTR flow without and with HB adders. The details in 

these tables are similar to Table 6.2 and 6.3. Some of the benchmarks in this 

group share the same name as the benchmarks shown in Table 6.1, but are 

implemented in a different way. The architecture file used in this experiment 
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Table 6.3: List of a Group of Large Benchmarks without Adder 

Benchmarks # of Nodes # of Con- # of CLBs # of LUTs Critical 
nections Path 

Delay(ns) 

bgm 160598 806341 2972 32384 25.2478 

blob..merge 30351 142573 546 6019 10.4978 

boundtop 14429 83366 233 3054 6.62122 

diffeql 1664 4631 37 485 21.9646 

diffeq2 1086 2900 28 322 16.9129 

LU8PEEng 66049 328638 2171 22675 113.8 

LU32PEEng 216375 1181100 7390 76281 115.644 

mcml 473315 1511576 6694 101751 77.2468 

mkDelayWorker32B 25924 130276 447 5595 7.21837 

mkSMAdapter4B 10385 37713 167 1977 5.73874 

or1200 13766 51050 259 3054 12.7039 

raygentop 9828 40605 174 2147 5.19662 

sha 5640 152488 210 2277 13.363 

stereovisionO 49376 155148 903 11460 4.2319 

stereovisionl 38960 130485 890 10289 6.04803 

stereovision2 61567 188317 2395 29942 19.3341 

stereovision3 1501 5722 13 180 2.80908 

has a 1 bit HB adder. As shown in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, the number of nodes 

and connections are reduced by using HB adders. The number of LUTs and 

CLBs, as well as the CPD are decreased in most benchmarks. However, in 

some cases, those numbers are increased. For example, the benchmark blog_

merge has the largest growth in the number of L UTs and CLBs, as well as 

the CPD. The reason for that is a lot of small addition in the benchmark. 

Since the HB adders can only appears in certain columns of FPGA architec

ture, more L UTs, CLBs and CPD are needed for fan in the input of the HB 

adders, and fan out the output of the HB adders. All the benchmarks passed 
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Table 6.4: List of a Group of Large Benchmarks with 1 bit HB Adder 

Benchmarks # of Nodes # of Con- # of CLBs # of LUTs Critical 
nections Path 

Delay (ns) 

bgm 149631 773440 3925 38537 29.6468 

blob_merge 26110 130114 707 8067 15.0741 

boundtop 13794 81653 256 3053 6.21753 

diffeql 1474 4061 35 362 17.3947 

diffeq2 894 2324 26 272 12.5573 

LU8PEEng 58367 306360 2566 25251 80.7985 

LU32PEEng 192083 1111296 8762 86521 78.007 

mcml 444695 1425917 7676 1077840 46.3701 

mkDelayWorker32B 25110 127834 511 5588 7.6830 

mkSMAdapter4B 9953 36417 201 1960 5.4497 

or1200 12712 47888 289 3075 8.9736 

raygentop 8983 38070 208 1884 5.2144 

sha 5344 151600 202 2001 9.9613 

stereovisionO 45591 143793 1126 9567 4.3652 

stereovision 1 35337 119616 1085 9874 5.9158 

stereovision2 48178 148150 2258 11012 14.8552 

stereovision3 1479 5656 13 174 2.8903 

the verification. 

6.1.2 Performance Analysis 

In this subsection, three experiments are conducted. The user cases should 

include: 

· All the benchmarks with soft logic and a 16-bit adder. 

· Simple addition operations with diverse widths of addends on 1-bit HB 
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adders. 

· Threshold experiment between when to use hard or soft adders. 

6.1.2.1 All Benchmarks Experiment 

The benchmarks running in this experiment are the same as the second large 

group of benchmarks of Section 6.1.1. The architecture file using the HB 

in this experiment are based on k6-frac_N10-frac_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml, 

with a 16-bit adder structure. This kind of HB adder matches the HB adder 

contained in Altera Stratix IV chips. 
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C)1 
0) 

Benchmarks 

bgm 
blob_merge 
boundtop 
diffeql 
diffeq2 
LU8PEEng 
LU32PEEng 
mcml 
mkDelayWork 
mkSMAdapter4B 
or1200 
raygentop 
sha 
stereovisionO 
stereovision 1 
stereovision2 
stereovision3 

Table 6.5: List of Results after ODIN_]] 

Soft Adder 
# of Nodes # of Connections # of Nodes # of Connections 

160598 806341 138044 772639 
30351 142537 22831 131263 
14429 83366 13602 82655 
1664 4631 1288 3983 
1086 2900 706 2240 

66049 328638 55898 315975 
216375 1181100 186760 1143885 
473315 1511576 417828 1412255 

25924 130276 24193 128683 
10385 37713 9450 36918 
13766 51050 12117 48233 
9828 40605 8394 38913 
5640 152488 5044 151570 

49376 155148 40930 143130 
38960 130485 31666 122913 
61567 188317 34263 141835 

1501 5722 1451 5662 

HB Adder 
# of Chains # of Adders # of 

Adders 
in the 
Longest 
Chain 

584 1132 7 
375 375 1 

52 59 2 
4 16 5 
4 16 5 

474 593 3 
1434 1721 3 
499 2238 9 

83 120 3 
46 67 3 
24 71 8 
47 87 3 
11 29 3 

440 444 2 
267 477 2 
569 1181 3 

3 3 1 



c.n 
-.J 

Benchmarks 

bgm 
blob_merge 
boundtop 
diffeql 
diffeq2 
LU8PEEng 
LU32PEEng 
mcml 
mkDelayWork 
mkSMAdapter4B 
or1200 
raygentop 
sha 
stereovisionO 
stereovisionl 
stereovision2 
stereovision3 

Table 6.6: List of Results after the VTR Flow 

Soft Adder HB Adder 
# of CLBs # of LUTs Critical Path # of CLBs # of LUTs Critical Path 

Delay (ns) Delay (ns) 

2972 32384 25.2478 4256 33483 24.06 
546 6019 10.4978 958 8097 12.8806 
233 3054 6.62122 290 2995 4.58577 
37 4852 21.9646 46 362 10.4204 
28 322 16.9129 37 271 8.672 

2171 22675 113.8 2803 23520 58.7686 
7390 76281 115.644 9343 80475 57.3304 
6694 101751 77.2468 8474 103532 34.2936 
447 5595 7.21837 583 5516 6.10459 
167 1977 5.73874 240 1930 4.99975 
259 3054 12.7039 314 2947 6.60983 
174 2147 5.19662 252 1842 4.40339 
210 2277 13.363 214 1994 8.05722 
903 11460 4.2319 1634 9549 3.46858 
890 10289 6.04803 1502 9754 4.02876 

2395 29942 19.3341 2486 11006 10.106 
13 180 2.80908 15 174 2.34716 



In Table 6.5, the second and third columns are the number of nodes and 

connections generated with soft logic adders; the forth to eight columns are 

the number of nodes, connections, chains, HB adders, and the number of HB 

adders in the longest chain generated with 16-bit HB adders respectively. By 

using HB adders, at least 14 nodes and 12 connections are saved per adder. 

The lowest number for saving is the benchmark mkSMAdapter4B, in which 

most of its addition and subtraction operations involve a constant number 

and a variable. In addition, these operations are only rarely used in the 

benchmark, so the numbers of saved nodes and connections are only a small 

amount. The peak saving is for the mcml benchmark. In this benchmark, 

a lot of complex arithmetic calculations are employed in additions or sub

tractions. Hence, the nodes and connections saved were more than 25 and 

almost 45 respectively. The same effect is present in the benchmark or 1200 

and stereovision2. 

Table 6.6 shows the results of the same group of benchmarks after The VTR 

flow. Two parts are indicated in the table: Soft Adder and HB Adder. The 

number of CLBs, LUTs and CPD are shown in each part. Using HB adders 

reduces CPD in most benchmarks. In this experiment, all the benchmarks 

have many small size additions. Some of the HB adders which are produced 

in these benchmarks are wasted. Also, some of the additions are repeat

edly used in the same benchmark, and the VTR flow currently treated those 

repeated additions as a new one. Hence, the numbers of CLBs which are 
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generated by using HB adders are larger than those which are generated 

without HB adders. 

6.1.2.2 Simple addition experiment 

This experiment assesses the performance between 4-bit to 128-bit addition 

operations by using a 1-bit adder architecture (Verilog example can be found 

in Appendix C). The benchmarks only contain simple addition. The number 

in the benchmarks' name suggests the length of addends inside the bench

marks. 
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Table 6.7: Listing of Data in the Simple Addition Experiments (with Soft Adders) 

Benchmarks Num of LUTs Num of CLBs ABC Depth Critical Path Packing Time(s) Placing Time( s) 
Delay(ns) 

adder4.v 5 1 2 0.906 0.02 0.02 
adder8.v 11 2 3 1.267 0.06 0.04 
adderl6.v 28 5 6 2.58039 0.08 0.09 
adder32.v 62 12 13 5.35368 0.16 0.18 
adder48.v 96 18 19 7.98442 0.22 0.3 
adder64.v 132 24 26 11.1055 0.36 0.46 
adder80.v 166 30 32 13.5972 0.37 0.61 
adder96.v 203 37 38 16.3417 0.46 0.82 
adderl12.v 239 43 45 19.3295 0.57 0.98 
adder128.v 272 49 51 21.7009 0.6 1.25 



O') 
......... 

Benchmarks 

adder4.v 
adder8.v 
adderl6.v 
adder32.v 
adder48.v 
adder64.v 
adder80.v 
adder96.v 
adderl12.v 
adder128.v 

Table 6.8: Listing of Data in the Simple Addition Experiment (with HB Adders) 

Num of LUTs N um of HB adder Num of CLBs ABC Depth Critical Path Packing Time(s) Placing Time(s) 
Delay(ns) 

1 6 1 1 1.273 1.51 0.89 
1 10 3 1 1.48922 3.2 0.9 
1 18 6 1 1.6085 2.89 0.92 
1 34 12 1 1.9285 2.97 0.97 
1 50 17 1 2.2485 2.99 1.04 
1 66 23 1 2.66025 2.14 1.11 
1 82 29 1 2.91897 1.67 1.22 
1 98 34 1 3.18153 2.49 1.3 
1 114 40 1 3.50153 3.23 1.43 
1 130 45 1 3.82153 3.25 1.59 



Table 6. 7 lists the data of benchmarks processed through the VTR flow with

out the carry chain. The number of LUTs increases rapidly with the size of 

addition. When the size of the addend attains 48, the num of L UTs reaches 

twice the addend size. The CPD also promptly increases. The ABC depth, 

the number of CLBs, packing time, and placing time increase as the size of 

addend increased. 

Table 6.8 lists the data of benchmarks processed through the VTR flow with 

a 1 bit HB adder carry chain. The number of L UTs and the ABC depth are 

always one, no matter how the length of the addition changed. ABC handles 

the HB adders as a black box, so the whole carry chain, no matter how many 

adders are in that chain, would have one in depth, and VTR considers the 

carry chain as one L UT. The number of HB adders is 2 more than the bits of 

addend. The first HB adder of the chain is used to determine the function

ality, and the last one of the chain is just to make sure all the output comes 

out from one port. The number of CLBs, CPD, packing time, placing time, 

and total time increase as the size of addend increased. 

As shown in both tables, the packing time and placing time of HB adders are 

more than the packing time and placing time of only soft block adders. In the 

island-style FPGA architecture, the same function of HBs is always arranged 

in the same column. Hence, packing and placing would consume more time 

for HB than soft logic. The numbers of CLBs in soft logic experiments are 
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more than those in HB experiments when the addition size are more than 32. 

-.-vrR Hard Adder 
20.00 +----I (ns) 

-11- VTR Soft Adder 

{ns) 
..... Stratix IV Hard 

vi' 15·00 -+----, Adder (ns) 
.S -*"" Stratix IV Soft 

~ Adder {ns) 
a:; 
0 10 .00 +-----------~~--------~~~~~--

0 20 40 60 80 100 no 140 

Size of Adder(# bits} 

Figure 6 .1: Adder Sizes vs Delay Comparison 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the delay comparison among adder sizes with VTR and 

commercial software. The commercial software is Quartus II with Stratix 

IV architecture. The blue and red lines in this figure are results with and 

without carry chain from VTR flow , the green and purple lines are results 

with and without HB adders from Quartus II. The commercial software uses 

less delay than VTR. The results of commercial software 's soft adder archi

tecture are less delay than VTR ones; and the results for the HB adder are 

similar to each other with little less delay for the commercial software. 

The Stratix IV soft logic adder has 3 main advantages , in order of impor

tance: LUT input balancing, fast local paths , and better packing. Therefore, 
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the results of Stratix IV soft adder are significantly lower than the VTR flow. 

The reason why Stratix IV's hard adder is a little better than VTR is that 

Quartus II can pack flip-flops with an adder. 

6 .1.2 .3 Threshold experiments 

The comparison among soft logic , 1-bit HB adder and 16-bit HB adder is 

taken place in this experiment. Configuration files of ODIN _II with multiple 

thresholds , and Verilog files from the sample addition experiment are used 

in this threshold experiment. 
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Figure 6.2: Critical Path Delay of Different Sizes of HB Adders 
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As depicted in Section 3.2.2, threshold is a number to inform ODIN _II when 

to elaborate to soft logic or the HB adder. Figure 6.2 shows the CPD of 

the threshold experiment. For soft logic , the CPD rises rapidly. The lines of 

architectures with the HB adder are almost the same. When the adder size 

is less than 10, the CPD of soft logic is faster than the 1-bit adder; when the 

adder size is less than 12, the CPD of soft logic is faster than the 16-bit adder. 
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Figure 6.3: Number of CLBs of Different Sizes of HB Adders 

Figure 6.3 shows the numbers of CLBs in the threshold experiment. The 

trends of soft logic and 1-bit adder lines are identical. The 16-bit adder line 

rises gradually, and is much less steeper than the other two. Hence, the larger 

the adder existing in the architecture file , the less area cost in FPGA. 
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The HB adders are wasted when mapping to the smaller addition. It is 

noteworthy that the larger the size of the adders, the more waste of time and 

area when it comes to smaller addition. 

This experiment only uses k6_frac_N1 O-frac_chain_mem32K_40nm.xml 

architecture files with different sizes of HB adder. When changed to another 

kind of architecture file, the result can be different, but is expected to reveal 

the same conclusions. 

Nevertheless, previous experiments show that using HB adders can have 

many advantages in terms of delay and area for large scale additions. The 

usage of soft adders is more suitable for small scale additions. 

6.2 Power Specification 

Evaluating the performance of power specification is difficult since it is only 

the first step of exploring power aware FPGAs. Power specification only pro

vides the ability to read in a power specific file and output a power specific 

output BLIF file. 
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6.2.1 Verification 

In this experiment, the user cases are divided into 3 parts: 

· Verify the Critical Path. 

· Verify the Iterative Definition for a Critical Path. (Include identify a con

flict in power specification file) 

· Verify the Functionality for Power Specification. 

6.2.1.1 Verify the Critical Path 

In this section, the experiment is to test the first part of the power specifi

cation file ( shown in Section 4.1). The 

k6_frac_N10-frac_chain_mem32K-40nm.xml architecture file with 16-bits adder, 

and the stereovision3 benchmark are used to test the user cases. 

Table 6.9 shows the user cases list for verification of the critical path. More 

than 30 different user cases are employed. All the results are exactly as ex

pected. 
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Table 6.9: List of User Cases to Verify the Critical Path 

I Module Name I Instant Name I Input Port/Pin Name Output Port/Pin Name [ Anticipa~ Status 

Yes No No No Pass Success 
Yes No No Yes Pass Success 
Yes No No Yes, but not in the module Not Pass Fail 
Yes No Yes No Pass Success 
Yes No Yes, but not in the module No Not Pass Fail 
Yes No Yes Yes Pass Success 
Yes No Yes, but not in the module Yes Not Pass Fail 
Yes No Yes Yes, but not in the module Not Pass Fail 
Yes No Yes, but cannot connect to output Yes Not Pass Fail 

Yes/No Yes No No Pass Success 
Yes/No Yes No Yes Pass Success 
Yes/No Yes No Yes, but not in the instance Not Pass Fail 
Yes/No Yes Yes No Pass Success 
Yes/No Yes Yes, but not in the instance No Not Pass Fail 
Yes/No Yes Yes Yes Pass Success 
Yes/No Yes Yes, but not in the instance Yes Not Pass Fail 
Yes/No Yes Yes Yes, but not in the instance Not Pass Fail 
Yes/No Yes Yes, but cannot connect to output Yes Not Pass Fail 

No No No No Not Pass Fail 
No No No Yes Not Pass Fail 
No No Yes No Not Pass Fail 
No No Yes Yes Pass Success 
No No Yes, but cannot connect to output No Not Pass Fail 



6.2.1.2 Verify the Iterative Definition for a Critical Path 

This section verifies the second part of the power specification file. Some

times, users would write two identical critical paths ( complete same input 

and output port/pin name) with different power requirements into the same 

power specification file by accident. The same architecture file and bench

mark are applied in this experiment. 

User cases, in this section, can be separated into four categories. First, 

the two critical paths are not completely the same. ODIN-11 handles them 

as two separated paths. Second, the two paths are identical, and the power 

requirements are not in conflict. ODIN-11 would merge these two together. 

The next case is similar to the second one except some of the power require

ments are in conflict with each other. An error report occurs if this case is 

employed. The last case is when the power requirements are not legitimate. 

An error report also occurs. 

6.2.1.3 Verify the Functionality for Power Specification 

The functionality of power specification is verified in this section. Each kind 

of special nodes or HBs are assumed to consume a certain amount of power. 

In this case, assume every node will consume 0.1 unit of power. A node 

counting can be applied. If the power consumption is bigger than the power 

requirement, ODIN_II would stop running and an error would be reported. 
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After finishing outputting the power specification BLIF file, a manual check 

occurs. More than 20 sets of benchmarks with their own power specifica

tion files were processed to manually compare the resulting output file to the 

power specification file. For this test, all benchmarks passed. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This thesis presented the development of the carry chain and power specifi

cation as part of ODIN __ II and the VTR flow, along with other bugs found 

during the process. 

One goal of this thesis is to improve the performance of the ODIN __ II and 

the VTR flow. An introduction of carry chain and FPGA technology was 

provided to explain the motivation of this project. With the carry chain, 

at least 14 nodes and 12 connections are saved per hard block adder during 

ODIN __ II testing. It is clear from the result, employing a hard block adder 

in an architecture file is much better in terms of delay time and in terms 

of area for larger additions. When it comes to small addition, a soft adder 

has better performance. However, for different architectures, the threshold 

of soft and hard adder is different. For similar Stratix IV architecture, 11 
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bits additions is the boundary of the threshold. 

Another objective of this thesis is to assist the VTR flow to support power

aware FPGA. Power specification is developed to suit this purpose. ODIN_II 

would read in a power specification file, store the details, and write those 

power requirements to an equivalent power specification BLIF output file. 

During the process, verification occurs to make sure the power requirements 

are legitimate. The equivalent output power specification BLIF file and the 

netlist BLIF file can be used later along the flow. 

During development, several bugs were discovered and fixed. Expanding 

the syntax support by adding parameter support in ODIN_II also amelio

rated its performance. Eliminating the memory leaks in read BLIF function 

also ameliorated some performance. 

One ongoing work for ODIN_II is to expand the syntax support for Verilog. 

There are still several syntaxes which ODIN_II does not currently support. 

For instance, for loop support, function, generate, etc. In addition, the sup

port for System-on-Chip (SoC) FPGA is in exploration right now. 

The future work with carry chains in ODIN _II includes, but is not limited 

to, constant synthesis, synthesis optimization, and sweeping off the unused 

hard block adders. As ABC handles hard block as a black box, it does not 
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optimize the hard block when it reads one. Hence, ODIN_II should optimize 

the netlist before it passes the circuit to the next tool. The ongoing work for 

optimizing in ODIN_II includes reducing the constant number operation and 

repeated hard blocks (hard blocks with exactly same input pins) as well as 

sweeping the unused hard block (the output pins of the current hard block 

is not used in the circuit). This ongoing work may reduce the resource usage 

by approximately 20 %. 

This work also opens the door for supporting power-aware FPGA by ODIN_-

11. By knowing the power specifics, it gives ODIN_II the ability to change the 

way elaboration is performed. The first work for the future should be to mea

sure power consumption, then to combine the power specification and power 

consumption to make it easy to identify if the elaboration reaches the power 

requirement. If not, ODIN_II may elaborate in another way. The new elab

oration will keep checking the same procedure until it meets the requirement. 
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Appendix A 

The Basic Structure for Carry 

Chain Adders in the 

Architecture File 

<pb_type name="adder" height="!"> 

<input name="a" num_pins="4"/> 

<input name="b" num_pins="4"/> 

<input name="cin" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="cout" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="sumout" num_pins="4"/> 

<mode name="sample_adder"> 

<pb_type name="sample_adder" num_pb="1" blif_model=".subckt adder"> 

<input name="a" num_pins="4"/> 

<input name="b" num_pins="4"/> 

<input name="cin" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="cout" num_pins="1"/> 

<output name="sumout" num_pins="4"/> 

<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.cout" 

in_port="sample_adder.a" max="1.667e-9"/> 
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<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.cout" 

in_port="sample_adder.b" max="1.667e-9"/> 

<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.cout" 

in_port="sample_adder.cin" max="1.667e-9"/> 

<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.sumout" 

in_port="sample_adder.a" max="1.667e-9"/> 

<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.sumout" 

in_port="sample_adder.b" max="1.667e-9"/> 

<delay_constant out_port="sample_adder.sumout" 

in_port="sample_adder.cin" max="1.667e-9"/> 

</pb_type> 

<interconnect> 

<direct name="a2a" output="sample_adder.a" 

input="adder.a"> </direct> 

<direct name="b2b" output="sample_adder.b" 

input="adder.b"> </direct> 

<direct name="c2c" output="sample_adder.cin" 

input="adder.cin"></direct> 

<direct name="cout" output="adder.cout" 

input="sample_adder.cout"></direct> 

<direct name="sumout" output="adder.sumout" 

input="sample_adder.sumout"></direct> 

</interconnect> 

</mode> 

<fc_in type="frac">0.15</fc_in> 

<fc_out type="frac">0.10</fc_out> 

<pinlocations pattern="spread"/> 

<gridlocations> 

<loc type="col" priority="10" repeat="13" start="2"/> 

</gridlocations> 
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</pb_type> 
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Appendix B 

k6_frac_NlO_frac_chain_

mem32K_40nm.xml 

<architecture> 

<models> 

<model name="multiply"> 

<input_ports> 

<port name="a"/> 

<port name="b"/> 

</input_ports> 

<output_ports> 

<port name="out"/> 

</output_ports> 

</model> 

<model name="single_port_ram"> 

<input_ports> 

<port name="we"/> <!--control--> 

<port name="addr"/> <!-- address lines--> 

<port name="data"/> 
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<!--data lines can be broken down into smaller bit widths minimum size 1--> 

<port name="clk" is_clock="1"/> <!-- memories are often clocked--> 

</input_ports> 

<output_ports> 

<port name="out"/> 

<!--output can be broken down into smaller bit widths minimum size 1--> 

</output_ports> 

</model> 

<model name="dual_port_ram"> 

<input_ports> 

<port name="we1"/> 

<port name="we2"/> <!-- write enable--> 

<port name="addr1"/> 

<port name="addr2"/> <!-- address lines--> 

<port name="data1"/> 

<port name="data2"/> 

<!--data lines can be broken down into smaller bit widths minimum size 1--> 

<port name="clk" is_clock="1"/> <!-- memories are often clocked--> 

</input_ports> 

<output_ports> 

<port name="out1"/> 

<port name="out2"/> 

<!--output can be broken down into smaller bit widths minimum size 1--> 

</output_ports> 

</model> 

</models> 

<!-- ODIN II specific config ends--> 

</architecture> 
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Appendix C 

Verilog Example for Simple 

Addition 

module example(a, b, add); 

input [15:0] a, b; 

output [16:0] add; 

assign add= a+ b; 

endmodule 
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